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Meles’ legacy could indeed be a water war of death and destruction on the Nile, but he will 

never have a cement monument built on the Nile to celebrate his life. Meles’ disciples would be 
wise to remember an old prophesy as they march headlong to build their doomsday dam on the 

Nile: “God gave Noah the Rainbow Sign: No more water. The fire next time!”   Alemayehu G 
Mariam; March 11, 2013 
 

This quote is the perfect case of Alemayehu’s bent to exploit a prophecy—especially the kind 
that one borrows from a religious script to make an ignorant and hate-driven political comment.  

And any of my comment on this subject should not in any way or form misconstrue to mean as 
an argument for or against any of the Abrahamic religions and others.  I hope that part of the title 
of my article, Who is God and who is Noah, rings no other than my curiosity to figure out what 

the prophecy “God gave Noah the Rainbow Sign: No more water. The fire next time!” means 
under the context of the Renaissance Dam that the God loving Ethiopian people are building.   

Correct me if I have figured this out incorrectly; according to Alemayehu, Noah represents the 
legacy that our genius PM Meles Zenawi has left us with, and by extension, Noah also represents 

the Ethiopian people with our government.  Conversely, God is tacitly and primarily representing 
the interest of Egypt; not to mention the interest of North Sudan.  Furthermore, correct me if I am 

getting the deduction of the prophecy incorrect; but what Alemayehu is asserting in his quote 
succinctly is this: “Do not build the Renaissance Dam, but if you do, you will have no water 

for your life but fire for your demise.”   

Al would have argued his point in ways mainstream political commentators often do.  His retreat 

to religious prophecy will not help his point.  In fact, it degrades his argument as feeble and it 
gives me the cue to briefly teach him an introductory lesson on how to formulate a solid 
argument. 

An argument can be formulated in various ways.  Al’s quote is one such way in which a fairly 
educated person tries to make a point.  The body of an argument in an article or in a quote is 

composed of spoken and tacit assumptions and a main conclusion.  The validity of the main 
conclusion in an argument within an article or in a quote is solely dependent on the strength of 

the assumptions made.  It is hence apparent that a valid argument is only made with 
uninterrupted evidence-based logical flow.  That is; the assumptions made within the argument 
in an article or a quote should prove to build strong enough a bridge to warrant the main 

conclusion.  Al’s article and his summarizing quote fail this fair test for lack of evidence, lack of 
strong assumptions, and also for citing a prophecy from a religious script in lieu of evidence to 

foretell Ethiopia’s demise. And the conclusion “Do not build the Renaissance Dam, but if you 
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do, you will have no water for your life but fire for your demise,” needless to say is not 
warranted for it has no evidence to substantiate it.  The quote in a nutshell is the perfect case of 

Alemayehu fusing that which is a mystery with that which is not.   

The prophecy in Al’s quote is a mystery and no one knows for sure if it ever had happened or, if 
it may happen soon as Al wants us to believe, during or, right after the Ethiopian people build the 
Renaissance Dam.  Conversely, the case involving the Nile River is not a mystery; more than 

eighty-five percent of its body is made in Ethiopia and it has been quantified as such.  It is not a 
mystery that Ethiopia languished in poverty bearing the burden of a colonial power known for its 

immoral, unethical and savage policies; it is not a mystery that Ethiopia has solid legal standing 
to use Nile in ways fair and equitable to all stakeholders.  Moreover, it is not a mystery that 
Ethiopia is a nation of a sovereign people and a government who wink to no force on earth if the 

right and the freedom to rid Ethiopia from poverty are challenged with force.  It is not a mystery; 
Ethiopia seeks no second enemy for it has only a single one—poverty.   

In any case, Al has the right to fuse religion with politics so long as he stays clear from torching 
the “prophetic fire” himself.  But Al has to learn that no one with detectable sanity would reach a 

political conclusion based on a religious prophecy for lack of evidence.  Not surprisingly and as 
usual, Al has failed to give us the evidence and it is indeed the case that Ethiopia’s doomsday 
lives only in Al’s twisted imagination—and I would bet my life on it for I have the evidence that 

Al does not.  And then again it is Al and he has the right to free speech; and I have the right to 
dismantle his piece based on evidence not on a prophecy—knowing that he will never face me 

for a political debate in which evidence not prophetic foretells score great points.      

By now, it has been more than evident that the above quote is the brainchild of a self-proclaimed 

professor of political science at California State University, San Bernardino.  And the quote is at 
worst a moronically framed ignorant and hate-driven comment and, at best, it simply is the sign 

of how frustrated Alemayehu has become—courtesy of the tangible political, economic and 
social development of Ethiopia. 

To Alemayehu’s disgust and displeasure, the development that Ethiopia is registering is 
predicated on the vision that our genius Premier Meles Zenawi has articulated with utmost 

cogency.  As Tsehaye Debalkew, in his piece, “The Bedrock of Commitment that has turned 
Resolve into Result in Transforming Ethiopia,” fluently articulated, “…friends of [Ethiopia] in 

their commendation did not hesitate to mention the initiator and the driver that has steered the 
nation towards the sure path of prosperity…” In fact, friends of Ethiopia and the Ethiopian 
people “…regret the passing away of PM Meles Zenawi and applaud the peaceful transition of 

power and policy continuity under the stewardship of Premier Haile Mariam Desalegn.”  
 

It is mesmerizing to read a profoundly disparate take in a single day of a single beloved 
country—Ethiopia; Tsehaye with hopeful, friendly and loving tone and, the ignorant and hate-
driven professor, with nothing but a wish of doomsday for a country and people that subsidized 

part of his education.  I guess; there is always a cost associated with investment and this cost is 
what Ethiopia is willing to right off with smile. 

 
In any case, Alemayehu would have been better served—accepting the reality of a developing 
Ethiopia and coming to terms as many scholars do—when faced with the reality of their failure 



to correctly predict the outcome a political phenomena that they have observed for more than 
two decades.  The many articles that Alemayehu has been writing for years have failed to 

correctly predict the Ethiopia of today.  In part, because Al was very busy lending his ears, but 
more so his heart and by extension his brain for trash talk—to become the icon of hate-driven 

maniac.   

Al used millions of words for at least two reasons.  Reason one is to show how the Ethiopian 

state is an “iconic failed state;” and he failed miserably.  He had his theoretical whipping from 

commentators like me, and he had the practical whipping from a healthy and developing mother 

Ethiopia.  Al also used million words in hope of changing them into a material force in an effort 

to dislodge a democratically elected Ethiopian government; he failed.  And there is no mystery in 

Al’s endeavor because the million words that he uses are predicated on something other than the 

reality that bites.  The reality that bites is the emergence of Ethiopia as one of the fastest growing 

and stable country in the world, and it did not ever needed million of words for its feasibility.  

The reality of Ethiopia is made possible by the works of millions of people of many million 

words of deeds.  Like the eighty plus million people of Ethiopia, genius PM Meles Zenawi is not 

merely a man of his words but also a man of the deeds that in huge part have made Ethiopia one 

of the fastest growing and stable countries in the world.   

Alemayehu disagrees vehemently and he would like to wish Ethiopia a doomsday for mind-

boggling reason that I have a hard time tracing.  But in the meantime, it is highly likely that 

Alemayehu is degenerating at a higher rate and depth of ignorant and hate-driven psychosis.  

Because a good student of political science let alone a professor at that, is not expected to dwell 

on prophesies—especially the kind that one borrows from a religious script to make an ignorant 

and hate-driven political comment.   

Indeed; it is true that religion is often used to make a political point with no regard to the validity 

of the point being made.  It is also true that politics and religion should be as far apart from each 

other as their repelling natural characteristics suggests.  Because politics and religion have no 

detectable affinity towards each other—the type of coupling that one natural element has towards 

another natural element.  The exact opposite is true about politics and religion.  Politics and 

religion are as antithetical as any human made concepts and belief systems can become.  I hope 

Al stays clear from fusing politics with religion or vice versa.  But still yet, you may wonder why 

I chose the above quote from Alemayehu’s article titled, “Ethiopia: Rumors of Water War on the 

Nile?”  I chose the quote to show how moronic, exploitive and hateful Alemayehu has become.    

 


